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Due to the inherently long chronologic scale required for seed burial study analysis, a 
tool to standardize viability analysis over several years is required. Computerized analy-
sis removes the human subjectivity and error associated with previously accepted visual 
measurement systems. Common human errors in viability assessment include miscounts, 
recounts and variable individual color interpretation. Software for the Windows 3.X and 
95 platforms was written with a C++ compiler and scanner interface toolkit. Using an 
edge detection program code, software was developed to use any flatbed color scanner 
connected to an IBM compatible computer to count and determine viability of seed em-
bryos. A twenty-four hour tetrazolium chloride soak in petri dishes with Whatman 4, 
90mm diameter filter paper was used for the seeds to be tested. The embryos of three dif-
ferent seed studies were analyzed including corn/bean, a selection of stored weed seeds 
and a weed seed burial study. After the twenty-four hour soak, seeds were analyzed by an 
experienced seed test technician using visual analysis through a stereomicroscope. The 
seeds and filter paper were then immediately placed on a clear acetate sheet and scanned 
using a single pass, 24-bit color, flatbed scanner connected to a 486DX80 computer run-
ning Windows 3.11. Analysis using the computer viability software was done and com-
pared with human analyzed samples. Samples with differences in human versus computer 
analysis were re-analyzed for error comparison of lot size and viability. Comparisons 
demonstrated the greater accuracy of the computerized system, associating errors to the 
human analysis procedure. 

 

 

Table. Visual versus scanned live tissue analysis of Phaseolus vulgaris. 
 Percent Viability 
Visual Viability Estimate 0 5 10 25 50 75 100 
Scanned Live Tissue Calculation 3 8 12 27 47 72 96 
TZScan Error 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 

Note: The maximum computer scan error factor of 4% is comparable to a possible human error of 100% on an  
individual embryo or seed for a misread sample. 
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